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RIRDHOUSKS AND THKIU (KCUPANTS.*

By p. a. Tavlknek.

1

i

Like D(?d niona, w< "have a divided duly". On

the one hand lo cuhivate the land cleanly, and on

the other, to attract birds to it. These are opposed

duties. If we cut the dead wood from our wood

lots, parks, and groves: clean out. slerili/e. and fill

rotting spots in limb and trunk with concrete, we

deprive many birds of nesting facilities. If we

clear out tangled brush, cultivate to the fence lines,

open the ground about young, second-growth

plantations, and drain the last marshy spots, we

deprive many of necessary cover and the food that

goes with it Insect, weed, and small mammal pests

may be reduced ; but so. inevitably, will the birds

as well. I he consequence is likely to be that,

whilst our control of pests on the whole will be

better, we shall be subject lo occasional sporadic

outbursts of species that are not subject to these par-

ticular methods of control. Whilst the study of their

food habits may suggest that birds do not usually

partake largely of those insects (for example, the

potato bug) whose numbers commonly assume plague

proportions, it is also evident that insects that birds

systematically feed upon, rarely become plagues.

We know, to our sorrow, the few instances where

our control is inadequate, but we have no means

of knowing the innumerable cases where it has

warded off disaster.

The real value of birds as guardians of cur fields

and gardens is not in the individual species but in

the aggregate, each flllini? its own narrow field, yet

all combined, covering every weak point. The

swallows hawk through the upper air; the vireos,

orioles, and tanagers haunt the tree tops; the wood
peckers and chickadees, the limbs and bark crevices;

whilst thrushes examine the d-»bris of wocded
grounds and the sparrows and meadow larks scour

open fields and shrubbery tangles. In fact at no

period of their life cycles arc insects free from

avian attr:k flying, creeping, hiding or buried in

the ground or in solid wood—there are species of

birds fitted for and eager to attack them. Should

any one class of these, our unpaid assistants, be

prevented from functioning, an opening is lift in our

defence that may be an Achilles" heel to our un

doing. If we turn our woods into groves, meadows

into lawns, and tangles into formal shrubbery some-

thing of this sort is possible, unless compensations are

provided. In the home grounds and city streets

and parks the ideal of clean cultivation is most

nearly approached and here it is the more necessary

to provide artificially fhe necessities of bird life that

are missing.

Bird boxes will largely compensate for natural

cavities in trees and carefully selected plantings of

shrubbery and decorative flowers in naturalistic de-

sign will supply cover and fruit and seed food. If

we fortunately succeed in reducing insects to a point

dangerous to bird welfare the deficiency can be

supplied by scraps of animal matter presented at

feeding stations, on shelves, or in shelters. In these

ways only can we partially compensate for our

interference with the natural scheme and retain wild

birds under conditions of high cultivation. In-

cidentally, as the home lot is the first to be made
atractive to birds, we draw their interesting person-

alities close about us, and in place of having to

tramp miles to their secluded haunts, decoy them

to our very windows where they can be enjoyed

practically continuously instead of occasionally, in-

timately instead of distantly, and at ease instead of

by exertion. Any one of the methods above sug-

gested requires, for intelligent development, a paper

to itself; and the first, only, the building of bird

houses and boxes, will be here discussed.

The first thing to consider in building a bird box

is the species for which it is designed. Each has its

own requirements and though its necessities are more

or less lastic the more nearly we fulfil the bird's

idea! the more successful we shall be in getting it

to use what we provide. In short we must cater

to the customs and idiosyncrasies of our tenants and

not to our own ideas of convenience and beauty. It

>l'iil.lislii-.l l,v iMrniis.-^iiin olilu'ti.
Illlisll-uliiilis liy ••.illrl.<.v iif III, !;.

liiiyica) .^iirvf>-.

l«iKieal Survry.
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i\ iiiily after llir forinii lnn- b-i-n fully ni'l thai

»f 1 .111 indulni- ihc Irtllir. 1 tin di>'^ mil iucr««dtily

mian lli.il la«lr and irm-nuiiy in llir d"%iKiirr i» an

(lijrclion, hul only llial llir fundanun:al rules of

ail K"Virn bud hnuse building .'« mil a» inorr

Mfioui archiliclurt- that ihr ^Iruilnn- niu»l fir»l be

adapted U> lU intended u«e and lliat beauty that

inl.ifeiei wilb till* me i« false art and bad archi-

teelure. A jliingled cottage built to liok like a

Uiediai'val cattle \t bad taste, and a bird h<:use in

too close iniilalion of a city hall, m vnd by the

canons of pure art, is e(|ually questionable. Artis-

tically, the most successful bird house is the one,

which, while fullilling the practical bird r <|u:re

nients. retains pleasing lines and agreeable "urfaces

but looks frankly what it is a house for birds and

not ,1 toy human habitation.

TIIK fl Hl>l.t. MARTIN.

Probably the bird most generally welconi<d about

thi- home is the F'urple Martin. This is our largist

swallow, comparable in si/i to the omnipresent, Kng-

lib, or, as it is more correctly named. House

Sp.irrow. in colour, the adult male is all black

with steely and purple reflections thai give the

species its name. I he female and young male are

almost black above wilh slight indications of irides-

scence. dull or dirty grey below, almosl whi'e en th"

abdomen, and darkest across the breast. I he f: re-

head is greyish, leaving a contrasted dark bar from

the bill through the eye, bounded below by the

lighter throat.

Ksthelically, the Martin is a joy forever. Its deep

throat gurgles and soft warblings fall pleasantly upon

the ear. Unlike those pests the Crackles its voice

is never raucous or harsh, nor has it the egg-stealing

[iroclivities of those clownish rascals. Mi Jidcd

people will occasionally be found who objec' to

having their morning's rest broken even by Martins.

Doubtless such folk would object lo being awakened

by a symphony orchestra. I hey should be pitied

rather than blamed; but, in either event, disre-

garded. I o my mind the soft morning chor.is of

the Martins is soothing and does not disturb rest

;

but is conducive to a luxurious semi-consciousness

or borderland lo sle-p that permits the enjoyment of

slumber without awakening.

Marlins are companionable. I hey live together

in colonies, visit each others house' eeping establish-

ments, and chatter together continually. 1 he new-

comer is greeted pleasantly and the departing guest

sent on his way with good wishes and merry quips.

Visitors from other colonies are received and per-

mitted to peer in and examine the growing families

with the expressed satisfaction and a|iproval of all

concerned. The greatest good nature prevails.

I hough passing diflerences of opinion may occasion

ally occur and bo argued lojdiy and vigorously, they

aie Mill and do not int. rf-re with the general h.ir;m.ny

of the colony. It i» only when strangers of other

species intrude that all unite to eject them. I hi Uc.us

Sparrow is on its best behaviour on the premises

and even the family cat walks wilh circumspection,

retreating hastily if not gracefully lo the nearest

cover at the hrst assault of the angry birds. In fact

such open rough ind tumble warfare and tumuli u

not lo the cat's liking and it usually prefers a con-

siderable detour to crossing the open under a thriving

Martin colony.

Mailins have a strong love of home, and certainly

develop a sense of proprietorship, almost human, in

the house they are accustomed lo occupy. The

i;ccupation ol i new house already in the possession

of Sparrows or other birds, is seldom insisted upon,

but on return in the spring lo an ancestral home,

intruders are positively and rudely ejected.

Sparrows, being already on the ground and choosing

the most desirable locations before most migranli

arrive, often succeed in fighting off other more de-

sirable tenants or even jumping the claims after

they have been established by legal possession and

labour, but the Puri)le Marlins are a match for

sparrows nearly every lime, though, like law-abidir g

cilifens, they rarely lay claim lo more than ih-y

have legal title to. Another point of inlcreii in

regard to Mailins and their allachmeni io lh'.ir home,

is the fact that they return lo it after its use as a

nursery is past. Other birds, probably all other

Canadian birds, evince no interest in a nest after

the young have left it, at least until a new nesting

season recalls it to use. Wilh ihem the nest is not

a home or a shelter, but merely a receptacle for hold-

ing eggs and young, useless and without interest

when th.il use is accomplished. Marlins, however,

retain possession until they gather for the fall

migration, and the old homestead remains the family

meeting place until the time of departure comes.

After the middle of August, though through the day

the Martin house may stand empty and silent, to-

wards evening the whole joyous colony rcgalhcr

about the home of their late infancy and family

associations. They clatter, g'lrgle, and exchange

family jokes and affectionate greetings until, as the

sun goi < down, they crowd into the cubbyholes and

ihc wonder is whirc so many fully grown birds find

room. I heir voices grow softer and night and

silence steals over all. As daylight comes, awaken-

ing chirps are heard, heads appear at the doors,

birds emerge, and from the topmost points of the

house they roll a vocal welcome to the day. Soon

all are displaying themselves to the morning sun,

l>ieening and fluffing to let the grateful warmth sink

?'--r3f:».5?-s=-=_r
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into ihr bati- of ihrir plumagr. A« ihr nun gt'li

highrr ihry make ihorl flighl* hi-rr and ihrrr. amidil

a rhorin nf h-ijipy bubbling «ong. By ihr limr ihf

officr man u betaking hirimlf In hi« d.iily

grind, ihr Marlins brihink ihcunrln-s of their lerioui

duticj of life, .ind hie «way for the day. over marsh-

land and meadow, held and stream, hi-j riops or

country, until evening again calls them together.

Sui h are some of the atttaclions of Purple .Marlins

and the tale is not nearly exli.iusled.

Purple Marlins are the only birds we have that

will occupy a nesting box in colony. Other birds

that can be induced to come to arlific:al i.est re-

ceptacles are solitary in their breeding liabils and
impatient of close neighbours even whv'n of their own
species. Hence it is useless to build biid lirusrs of

more than one comparlmenl for other species than

Martins. I he rooms should be about six inches

square and about the same height. A little more or

less either way will not matter, but these 51^(5 should

be approximated. The rooms should be entirely

separate from each other and not intercommunicat-

ing. They should be light, be draught and wealher

tight and have only a single entrance each, which
may be either round or square, one and ihree-quar-

leis of an inch and abcut one oi one and a half

inches up from the floor. Ibis last is important. A
perch or shelf, outside, on the level with the en-

trance, is objectionable as the young come out on it

before they can fly. and the natural crowding for

pcsition is certain to precipitate some to the ground.

Such occurrences cause great disturbance and anxiety

to the whole colony, but I do not think that the

unfortunate victin. of the accident is ever fed or

raised, even if the commotion does not attract the

watchful cat. A perch somewhat below the door,

wid^- enough to comfortably hold one or more grown
birds, is desirable, as Marlins love to sit about, and

the more perches and shelves there are for this pur-

pose, the better they seem to like it and the more

attractive the colony is both fr^m their virwpoin!

and ours. The doors should be sheltered as much
as possible by over-hanging eaves and porches.

Driving rain beating into the nests of young birds

is a deadly em. my and, probably on this account,

the best shclfered entrances are most in demand.
In the house in the frontispiece the two upp floors

are always most in demand. Consequently, since the

picture was taken, additional porch shelters have been

placed over the lower entrances and it is expected

that these will make them more popular. The whole
house should be covered with a good, tight, weather-

proof roof. Dampness means cold and that is

death to young birds. It is also most advisable to

arrange the house to open so that after the birds

have left for the winter the rooms can be thoroughly

cleaned oul During the inf.iney of the young, a

certain amount of house cleining i« allmdt d li, but

later the birds have no time for <uch diudgny, .uid

the debus from a couple of season's occupancy will

leave little room within. The house should be

erected in the open, away from trees, or at least as

high as the top of closely adjoining buildings.

Ordinarily it should be from fourteen to twenty

feet from the ground, d<'pending on surroundings,

high enough to allow free flight ard manoeuvenng

room about it.

I he materials of which the Martin or any other

bird house can be made may be varied to suit la»te

or opportunity. Lightness, however, is desirable,

• specially in a Urge house or in one that has to be

supported on a long unbraced pole, in the open,

in wind and storm. Light pine, '« or '

i inch thick

!s usually sufficient. For paint, it should preferably

b;- dressed, but rough stuff takes stain heller and is

more i:. general keeping. The house in the frontis-

|>iece was built of beaver-board a heavy card-

board on a wooden frame and the roof and c.;-

posid surfaces covered with cotton well painted

down. It has been up two seast 'is now and shows

no signs of deterioration that a brush-full of paint

will not remedy. Probably a belter material is the

light wood of which orange crates are made. Il

would probably be well to give the house a good coal

of black paint inside to prevent the light from glowing

through it. I he support is a built-up box pole

hollow in the centre and S'-t on a concrete base, as

shown in the details accompanying. The hcuse

i'felf slidrs up and down the pole on counter

weighted cords running over common sash pulleys

in the top of the pole, with a heavy window weight

inside. A bag of sand would do as well for the

latter. This allows the house to be easily lowered
to remove trapped sparrows or to be cleaned.

Access is gained to the weight box inside through

a removable section n' ar the base.

I hese are about all the rules necessary for the

erection of a successful Ma..;n house. It may have
as many rooms as desired, the more the merrier,

and the larger the colony may grow, but there

should at least be several ; for Martins are sociable

and love the company of their kind. Bearing in

mind these requirements and the principles of good
taste previously mentioned, there are no reasons why
a Martin hou,se that will bo a constant source of

pleasure to the neighbourhood may not be built by
almost anyone. After such a hcuse is cnce erected,

about n.l that can be done Is to await its occupation

and meanwhile keep the sparrows oul. They will

invariably occupy il If not prevented. One good
way to exclude them is to arrange enlrnnccs that

can be easily closed from below. Shou'd sparrows
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then get in ihc door can bo closed and the entrapped
occupants destroyed. 'A is said that sparrows so

caught can be released again after a period of
confinement and that the house is a trap to them
thereafter, and their fear of it will be communi-
cated to their companions. Though this may be
true, for it is not out of keeping with the intelli-

gence of our rowdy sparrows, who at limes show
an almost uncanny ability to lake care of them-
selves, I will not personally vouch for it. A dead
sparrow makes no nests, of that I am assured and
I proceed accordingly. Where it can be used, a

.22 rifle with shot cartridges is the most satisfactory

sparrow eradicalor. Its range is short and its fine

shot harmless at very limited distances. In the

hands of a man of ordinary intelligence it is to be
highly recommended. Sparrows, however, soon
grow very wary, precipitately retreating at sight of
a man with a gun in the distance, only to return
to hurl derision, from the bird hous-- p...k or
entrance, at their baffled enemy. In such a case a
set gun discharged from ambush is very effective.

A couple of .iakes driven into the ground within
range of the perch usually occupied, nails for barrel
and trigger-guard from which to hang the gun aimed
at the spot, and a long string to the trigger passing
through screweyes to an ambush, form an cnei-'. -

of destruction that will effectively discourage the

wariest and most persistent of sparrows. It is of
proved effectiveness against that last pair thai con-
tinue to baffle more open methods.

If fortune smiles Martins may come the first

spring, but if she is fickle it may not be until the

second or even the third season. It was the thiid season

before the writer got Marlins in his house and then

only a single pair came. What appeared to be .\

lonely female arrived first. The place seemed to

appeal to her and she tried to induce friends to come
with her. She would sit on the gable end and call

vainly to them. Then, somehow, she succeeded in

bringing a committee of investigation back with her.

They swarmed all over the house, into all rooms,

talking and criticizing and making comparisons. I

gathered that one did not like the plumbing, .some

objected to the di-corations, and others to the view,

in fact none seemed satisfied enough to move in and
after emphatic expressions of opinion all left ; tin-

single would-be tenant loudly protesting and vocifer-

ously calling them back. When she saw that they

were actually deserting her off she flew after them
and eventually brought them back for a fruitless re-

consideration. Later she was joined by a mate

a juvenile or last year's male similar to herself in

plumage and they settled down to home-making
by themselves. I hrough the brooding season

friends from other colonies came and visited and it

was no uncommon sight to see ten or a dozen
Martins taking an active and personal interest in thj

growing family, and when the young came out
sometimes as many as twenty birds circled about the
house. The ne,\l spring five or six pairs were in

possession and the colony's welfare was established
and has increased until, last summer, about twelve
compartments were occupied.

As a rule, except where neighbouring colonies are
broken up and made homeless, newly erected houses
are filled by the overflow from neighbouring ones.
Martins are conservative and probably as long as
they can find satisfactory quarters in their ancestral
mansion arc loath to move to strange surroundings.
The beginning of new colonies, therefore, depends
upon the number of house-hunting birds in the
neighbourhood.

.StNCLE ROOM HOUSES.
In the following table the birds that can usually

be induced to occupy nesting boxes are listed and a

schedule is given of their specific requirements.

Various ideas as to the forms that may be adopted
to fulfil these requirements can be cilaincd from
the accompanying plates.

Purple Martin

House Wren _

Tree Swallow

Blue Bird

6x6 6

4x4 6 8

5x5 6

5x5 8

1 -6 Vi,

1-6

6

6

8

Crested Flycatcher 6x6 8 10

Chickadee 4x4 8 10

Flicker 7x7 16 18 16

Screech Owl 8x8 12 15 12

Sparrow Hawk. 8x8 12 15 12

I' 2

2

Ps

2'z
3

3

14-20

6-10

10-15

5-10

8-20

6-15

6-20

10-30

10-30

HOUSE WREN.
I he bird most easily attracted to a bird house is

tlie House Wren. Its tastes are so catholic as to raise

the suspicion that il has no taste at all, or that it is

so busy with other people's business that it is un-
mindful of its own. Anything that has an entrance
and IS hollow, that it considers safe from cats, and
that ran be filled with sticks, is taken on occasion
an old boot nailed up. a tin can, or even the pocket
in an old coat have been repeatedly used. It is the
only bird house that can be easily guarded from
sparrows, for a small entrance 'H-inch in diameter
will serve the wren and keep pests out.

The House Wren is a busy mite and the wonder
IS that so small a body can contain such an amount
of nervous energy. It may contain but it cannot
hold It long, for every few moments il seems to
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bcil over with bubbling song with notes falling over
each oliur in an allc.npl to get all out at once. It

is a prying little busybody and not a nook or cor-
ner escapes its small inquisitive eyes and very little in

the insect line its sharp, delicately tapered bill.

Through the currant bushes it climbs -nd peers
under every leaf, along every twig, then into the
raspberry patch, down through the trellis and into

the dark recesses of the phlox and larkspurs. The
fence next receives its attention and every crack and
joint is examined. Perpendiculars and horizontals,
right side up ard upside down are all one to it,

gathering a worm here, a caterpillar there and
spiders everywhere; and as it goes it scatters its

bubbling song all over the garden. A flutter-

budget and a Paul Pry, a busybody and a scold,
but withal an important ally of the gaid-ncr.

I wish this were all I could say of it, but candor
makes me issue a note of warning. If there
are other small birds nesting near-by, watch the
Wren closely. It is also a serious mischief-maker.
This may be a trait of individuals, as there are
rascals in all stations and walks of life. I hope it is,

for Wrens have been known on more than one oc-
casion to steal into the nests of other birds and
puncture the eggs there. They do not eat the eggs,
but seem to destroy them out of pure gnomish mal-
iciousness. One is in a quandary whether to admire
the little indefatigable caterpillar destroyer and
merry songster or to wage war on it as a wanton
destroyer and an enemy to husbandry.

TI«EE SWALLO*.
The Tree Swallow is dressed in a panoply of

gleaming steel and white. All above is iridescent
black with snowy white below. The female is

similar, but with colours less pure and gleaming.
Normally the Tree Swallow nests in old wood-
pecker-holes, in dead trees, preferably overhanging
water, but always in the open. Its sweet little "chmk
a chmk", like water dripping into a quiet pool, is a
pleasant sound and the gleam of its wings in the
bright sun adds a most attractive presence to the
garden. It has no bad faults that I hav- dis-

covered and the number of in.secis it takes is con-
siderable. The house should be on a pole in the
open and from ten to fifteen feet up, though greater
heights are not necessarily objected to and the box
can often be set up from the house top if no more
intimate siluaticn is available.

BLUKBIRD.

John Burroughs has d-scribed the Bluebird (the
eastern species) as "The sky above and the earth be-
neath", and the description (its it perfectly. All above
is iridescent cerulean blue and the throat, breast
and most below dull earthy red "the good red
earth". It is another bird above reproach and the

brilliant coal of the male, its mate's more subdued
colours, its pensive notes, "puri/ji. puritji," and i's

modest liquid warble are additions to any land-
scape. Its nest requirements arc quite similar to

these of the Tree Swallow, except that it does not
nest as high, often occupying holes in old fence posts
not five feet from the ground and it is not specially
partial to the vicinity of water. I advise every one
to get a Bluebird to nest in the garden when-ver
possible. I have not succeeded in doin^ this yet, but
in the less urban situations it should not be a difficult

species to entice.

CRESTED FLYCATCHER.
About the size of a sparrow but with a longer

tail. Wood browns dbove with a slightly reddish
tail, grey throat and breast, and pale lemon yellow
below; sexes alike, combined with a nLmber of
peculiar but not inharmonious whistles, these are the
characteristics of the Crested Flycatcher. It is not
very often that it comes to nesting ' oxes, but the un-
expected sometimes happens and the writer has had
this bird in his garden for two years not consecu-
tively. The first year of the Martin colony, when it

consisted of only a single pair. Crested Flycatchers
occupied the wing of the house opposite the Martins.
Battles royal occurred constantly, but one was as
stubborn as the other and both remained. With a
larger colony of Martins the Flycatchers would have
stood little chance. The Flycatcher's box should be
ten to twenty feet up and if it is partly .sheltered by
trees as on the edge of a grove it will more closely
approximate the natural habitat.

FLICKER.

Tne Flicker is a woodpecker and about as large
as a robin. Valuable for itself it is still frrther
useful as a provider of nesting holes for innumer-
able other birds. In fact the greater number of our
hole-nesting birds, unable to excavate for them-
selves, are largely dependent upon holes made and
abandoned by the Flicker. A Flicker box should
closely approximate the nest he makes for himself—
the Berlepsch type hollowed out of a .section of
solid wood is the best. He is perfectly able to make
his home for himself and is, therefore, not bound !o

accept such makeshifts as other species are some-
times forced to put up with. It will be noticed by
referring to the drawings that the cavity is gourd
or flask-shaped with a round bottom. This type is

not difficult tn make. A section of natural trunk
IS first split and the two halves hollowed out with
chisel and gouge to match and then firmly nailed
together. A board on the top forms an entrance
shelter and prevents rain from draining down the
joint. 1 he nest .should be placed rather high, pref-
erably facing outward from the edge of a tree or
trees.
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SCREECH OWL.

The Screech Owl is not a common habitant of

our gardens, but it is often found nesting in neglertt d
orchards rt^here hollow trees give opportunity. It is

a small owl, not greatly exceeding a robin In size,

but of app iitly greater bulk on account of its

heavier build and more flutfy feathering. Its colour
may be a fine pattern of either ash grey or burnt
sienna red, with prominent ear tufts and yellow eyes.

It is carnivorous of course, and undoubtedly takes a

certain number of small birds, though mice form
its principal fare. On the whole, it is much more
a friend than an enemy of man. It may sound in-

consistent to allow a bird of prey to build in the

garden, much more to advocate building a nest box
for it, but it is an attractive little fellow with many
pretty ways. It is a gross libel to call it "screech"
owl for whatever its song is it is not a screech, but a
very pretty whistled tremolo, and as soothing a

sound as can be imagined. If one can be induced
to stay within easy hearing distance from the house,

its many other conversational themes will well repay
the listener for his attention and will add an interest

to the night that other bird voices give to the day.
But if the owl interferes with other song birds?

Well, it is mostly after mice and prefers them when
it can get them; besides Martins, ard oiher birds

that can be coaxed into boxes, arc probably safe

inside when the owl is hunting. I would really

hate to have to choose between a Screech Owl and
the other birds Martin colony excepted of cours-

Almost any one can have wrens and swallows in

the garden, but the presence of a Screech Owl gives

a cachet of distinction that I (iu!d hesitate to re-

linquish. To fall asleep at night to the love making
song of the Screech Owl, to be awakened in the

morning by the pleasant gurgles of Purple Martins
and pass the day to the songs of wrens and voices

of Tree Swallows makes a modern commonplace
garden approach in some degree at least t. from
which we are supposed to have fallen.

SPARROW HAWK.

The Sparrow Hawk is hardly to be classed as an

inhabitant of the garden. The smallest of our

hawks, scarcely larger than a robin, and the brightest

coloured of all our raplrres, the blue blood of the

falcons runs through its veins. Such a bird cannot

be expected to confine itself to the formal restrictions

of suburban life. Its home is the open fields, and
there it combats grasshoppers and mice in true

knightly fashion. Its chateau is in some high flung

limb of a tall dead tree. As a nobleman of the old

regime it cannot be e.«pected to descend to the

manual labour of the carpenter's and mason's trade,

but inherits its residence from that useful commoner
the Flicker, in whose abandoned or pre-empted
stronghold it raises the cadets of its line. With all

its nobility or perhaps because of it the Sparrow
Hawk is still man's humble though often misjudged

friend and it slays the grasshoppers and small mam-
mal dragons of husbandry without let or stint.

Though in the east there is probably little need to

erect special quarters for it, as its natural habitat is

still well supplied with suitable stubs, on the prairies

of the west such accommodation is lacking, and it is

often driven by necessity to occupy such prosaic sites

as telegraph poles. Think how hard pressed a

noble falcon must be to descend to such plebian

usage; but noblesse oblige, and for the sake of the

family line pride is swallowed. In such localities

ii is a sentimental and esthetic as well as an
economic duty to provide this brave little fel-

low with facilities in keeping with his needs and
traditions. The Berlepsch house is the best type

and it should be erected as high as possible, over

or mar what shrubbery is available.
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